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value to consider briefly the groundwork of the Froebelian
philosophy. He regarded the " Absolute/7 or God, as the
self-conscious spirit from which originated both man and
nature, and he consequently held to the unity of nature
with the soul of man. His fundamental view of this
organic unity appears in his general conception of the
universe. Thus he declares :
In all things there lives and reigns an eternal law. This all-con-
trolling law is necessarily based on an all-pervading, energetic, living,
self-conscious, and hence eternal Unity. This Unity is God. All
things have come from the Divine Unity, from God, and have their
origin in the Divine Unity, in God alone. All things live and have
their being in and through the Divine Unity, in and through God.
The divine effluence that lives hi each thing is the essence of each
thing.
Motor expression as educational method. — This funda-
mental mystic principle Froebel constantly reiterates in
various forms, and from it derives a number of subsidiary-
conceptions. But he also holds that, " while in every
human being there lives humanity as a whole, in each
one it is realized and expressed in a wholly particular,
peculiar, personal, and unique manner.77 Hence he
maintains that there is in every person at birth a co-
ordinated, unified plan of Ms mature character, and that,
if it is not marred or interfered with, it will develop
naturally of itself. While he is not entirely consistent,
and at times implies that this natural development must
be guided and even shaped, in the main he reiterates
Rousseau7s doctrine that "nature is right,77 and clearly
stands for a full and free expression of the instincts and
impulses. Hence he insists that "education in instruction
and training should necessarily be passive, following:
not prescriptive, categorical, interfering -7J

